Recent developments within the so-called Principles and Parameters model of acquisition argue for a clear-cut separation of Universal Grammar (UG) principles from parametric options and locate all parameters within functional categories (Borer, 1984; Lebeaux, 1988; Chomsky, 1991). This has led Tsimpli and Roussou (1991) to propose that adult L2 (second language) learners have access to UG principles but do not reset the parameters of the L2, which amounts to saying that null subjects in the adult Spanish L2 may or may not have the same status as native Spanish null subjects, depending on the speakers' L1 (first language) and the UG principles at stake. In the case of L1 acquisition, Rizzi (1994) and Hyams (1994) provide a competence account of null subjects in early child English which relate them to adult English Diary Drop and German-style topic-drop rather than to Spanish-style pro-drop. They specifically argue that these missing subjects are restricted to the first position of non-wh root clauses and that fixing the null subject parameter will consist of incorporating the ROOT=CP principle into this grammar. In this paper, we analyse the Spanish L2 oral spontaneous data produced by adult L1 speakers of pro-drop and topic-drop languages in an attempt to provide a competence account of null subjects in adult nonnative Spanish. Our data show that, unlike early English grammars, all the Spanish non-native grammars contain null subjects both in matrix and subordinate clauses, and that this is the case at the early and advanced stages. It also shows that many non-native pronominal subjects do not have the same value as native Spanish subjects and that subject pronouns are used for identification purposes. It is suggested that these data provide evidence for a model of L2 acquisition where adult non-native grammar construction resorts to a default licensing procedure which allows null pronouns provided they can be identified.
I Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to incorporate Rizzi's (1994) and Hyams' (1994) proposals concerning the nature of null subjects in child language in a model of L2 grammar which: (1) allows access to UG principles; (2) provides re-structuring options for the input data; and (3) incorporates L1 parametric transfer. We will explore to what extent the above model can: (1) account for the idiosyncrasy of interlanguage (IL) grammars with respect to both native adult and child grammars; (2) provide an explanation for the differences among the Spanish IL grammars of speakers of different L1 backgrounds; and (3) provide an explanation for the individual differences within a given IL.
Recent developments within the so-called Principles and Parameters model -the predecessor of the Minimalist Programme (Chomsky, 1995) -provide an interesting framework for investigating the nature of non-native systems. This model separates UG principles from parametric options and locates all parameters within functional categories (Borer, 1984; Lebeaux, 1988; Chomsky, 1991) . This clear-cut distinction between principles and parameters has led Tsimpli and Roussou (1991) to propose that adult L2 learners have access to UG principles but do not set the parameters of the L2.
1 Namely, the triggering experience which leads to the 'growing' of an L1 in the child (Lightfoot, 1991; Pinker, 1994) is not available in the case of adult L2 learners.
In order to illustrate this proposal, Tsimpli and Roussou (1991) resort to one of the most extensively studied parameters, the prodrop or null-subject parameter. They propose that adult native speakers of Modern Greek, Spanish or Italian do not reset the [+null subject] option to the [-null subject] one when they learn English. Instead, learners access UG principles to re-structure their L1 on the basis of the L2 data in order to acquire a mental representation. This mental representation -the IL grammardiffers from native English, even though the native and the L2 production may be -and indeed usually end up being -similar. This would suggest that null subjects in the Spanish IL of English and Chinese speakers, for example, are the output of different grammatical representations. We would like to explore the consequences of this hypothesis in the light of our reformulation of Hyams' (1994) and Rizzi's (1994) account of early null subjects in 1 It has been previously suggested that adult L2 learners in institutional settings do not implement all principles of UG (Felix and Weigl, 1991) . However, no distinction was made between constructions involving UG principles and those which were the result of choosing a parametric option. [-null argument] languages. We will proceed as follows: First, we will outline our approach to the logical problem of non-primary language acquisition (Bley-Vroman, 1990 ). Second, we will present Hyams' (1994) and Rizzi's (1994) account of null subjects in child language and the consequences for providing a typology of null subjects in a number of languages. Third, based on Tsimpli and Roussou's (1991) analysis of non-native null subjects, we will discuss the type of IL grammatical representations which would result from transfer and from accessing UG principles to restructure L1 representations without setting the Spanish [+null subject] option of the [null subject] parameter. Finally, we will provide a grammatical account rather than a processing or performance account (Hyams and Wexler, 1993) of the omission and production of subjects in the Spanish ILs of L1 [pro-drop] and L1 [topic-drop] speakers.
II The logical problem of foreign-language learning
The logical problem of L1 acquisition consists of accounting for the fact that the linguistic data that are available to children are underdetermined in terms of the complexities of the resultant adult grammar. Following Chomsky (1965; 1981; 1995) , it has been systematically assumed that children are equipped with an innate structure (Universal Grammar) which consists of principles whose role is to limit the range of possibilities which would be compatible with the data. In addition, and in order to account for the range of variation present across languages, it has been proposed that there are also parametric options which are realized differently depending on the language. Consequently, principles of UG will guide the selection of the actual options, which will in fact be triggered by the data.
For researchers working within the Chomskian framework, the logical problem of foreign-language learning has usually taken the form of a debate concerning the availability of UG to adult secondlanguage learners. A number of researchers have assumed that -as in the case of L1 -UG was also available for adult L2 learners (White, 1985; Liceras, 1986; Flynn, 1987) , whether directly or indirectly. 2 Other researchers (Clahsen and Muysken, 1986; Schachter, 1988; Bley-Vroman, 1990 ) do not postulate a role for UG in the case of L2 acquisition. For the latter, the logical problem of L2 acquisition cannot be resolved as in L1 acquisition. Clahsen and Muysken (1986) and Schachter (1988) argue against the availability of UG on the basis of a particular analysis of their data, while Bley-Vroman (1990) offers an articulated conceptual explanation to his position. The arguments based on data are far from convincing because alternative accounts of the same data provide ammunition to argue for the availability of UG in L2 -for instance the response of du Plessis et al. (1987) to Clahsen and Muysken (1986) . With respect to Bley-Vroman's (1990) assertion that L2 learners cannot work out the properties of L2 which are underdetermined by the data, White (1990) , Martohardjono and Gair (1993) and other researchers have provided evidence that L2 learners are indeed able to work out properties of the L2 which are underdetermined by the input data. 3 Thus, the question remains as to whether it is the L1 that substitutes for UG -as Bley-Vroman maintains -providing a means to sort out those underdetermined properties, or whether L2 learners not only implement UG principles but also activate the domain-specific learning procedures proposed for child language development rather than resorting to problem-solving mechanisms, as in Bley-Vroman's (1990) dichotomy which we reproduce in Table  1 . One of the main difficulties encountered by researchers is determining whether UG principles are available directly or via the L1 because, by definition, they are realized in all natural languages. 4 This is the main reason why the blunt dichotomy access versus nonaccess to UG cannot lead to any conclusive results. Consequently, it would be desirable to address the issue of the differences and similarities between L1 and L2 acquisition from a different perspective.
The separation of principles and parameters of UG and the definition of parameters as [+/-] features located in functional Table 1 The logical problem of foreign-language learning (from Bley-Vroman, 1990) Child language development Adult foreign-language learning A. Universal Grammar A. Native-language knowledge B. Domain-specific learning procedures B. General problem-solving systems 3 Based on the results of the grammaticality judgements of German adolescents learning English via formal instruction with only classroom exposure to the target language, Felix and Weigl (1991) hypothesize that implementation of some UG principles may be impeded by factors having to do with the learning environment. 4 Even though subjacency has been considered a UG principle which had different realizations in different languages, we can still say that all languages obey subjacency, but that it is not restricted to the same bounding nodes. For work on subjacency and L2 acquisition see, for instance, White and Genesee (1996) and references therein.
categories is a welcome development because, unlike UG principles, parametric features will differ depending on the language. And it is the domain-specific nature of parameterized features (the 'functional module') that is at the core of Tsimpli and Roussou's (1991) proposal that L2 learners do not set parameters to a new, L2 value. 5 They assume that the functional component is the one that is subject to maturation, which implies, that it cannot 'mature' more than once. This view is consistent with the biological basis of language acquisition which is at the core of the generative tradition (Piatelli-Palmarini, 1989; Lightfoot, 1991; Pinker, 1994) and which has to some extent been adopted by researchers outside this tradition (Bickerton, 1990) .
Besides being consistent with the biological approach, this view of the logical problem of second-language learning puts in perspective Chomsky's position with respect to non-native grammars (Chomsky, 1986) , in that they cannot be considered Ilanguages ('Internal' languages) because they do not reflect consistent options in relation to a given parameter. 6 What results from the above approach to the logical problem is that ILs should not be considered I-languages even if they reflect consistent parametric options, the reason being that the process that leads to superficial consistency may be very different. What we maintain is that L1 learners set parameters by letting an initial representation grow out of exposure to triggering data in the adult L1 system. L2 learners, on the other hand, do not grow initial representations because what they possess are grown representations. This implies that they are not sensitive to the specific triggers which lead to parameter setting in L1 acquisition.
The question which is systematically raised when parametersetting is excluded from L2 learning is whether one could still say that ILs are 'natural' languages. At this point it is obvious to us that they are, indeed, 'natural' languages but they are not I-languages. We cannot 'grow' an organ twice in our lives but our brain takes the form it does because of our genetic endowment. Consequently, it is not closeness to the initial state that makes a given linguistic system 'natural', but being a further development of the language module. Ils are not I-languages because their functional module does not 'grow' as it does in the case of native languages, but they are 'natural' languages because they result from the development of the language-specific grown representations which serve as a 5 They base their proposal on the idea that functional categories form an independent component of UG, the UG lexicon (Ouhalla, 1993) . 6 Chomsky (1986) argues that the French IL of Russian aristocrats was not an I-language because it did not contain consistent options of a given parameter.
point of departure to develop non-native grammars.
Consequently, we propose an alternative account to BleyVroman's approach to the problem of foreign-language learning (see Table 2 ), and we use recent developments in linguistic theory (Hyams, 1994; Rizzi 1994) and in L2 theory (Tsimpli and Roussou, 1991) to illustrate how this model accounts for the presence of null subjects in the Spanish non-native grammars mentioned above. This proposal implies that UG principles and categories will be implemented in the IL grammar via the L1 and, if applicable, the other L2 languages learned. 7 L2 data will be accessed through secondary-level domain-specific procedures created as a result of representational redescription (Karmiloff-Smith, 1994) . 8 This implies that L2 learners will have 'intuitions' about the L2, something that Bley-Vroman (1990) could not account for within his model. However, L2 intuitions will be different from L1 intuitions because, unlike the L1 representations created via domain-specific learning procedures, secondary-level representations resulting from representational redescription will only be accessible via secondary level domain-specific procedures: namely, the domain-specific learning procedures which create secondarylevel representations and L2 representations are not sensitive to environmental triggers the way L1 domain-specific learning procedures are (Liceras, forthcoming) . Therefore, L1 and L2 learners will use different information and procedures to construct their respective grammars. While parameter-setting may guide L1 acquisition, L2 acquisition will proceed by re-structuring specific 7 What we propose is that the linguistic mental representation of an individual who has acquired a language will differ from the linguistic initial state (UG as biological endowment) of the newborn. We also propose that the linguistic mental representation of an individual who has acquired more than one language will differ from that of an individual who has only acquired an L1. We assume that UG principles are realized in all languages although they may take different forms. This should facilitate re-structuring because UG principles have already been implemented to carry out re-structuring procedures in L2 learning or L3 learning. 8 The secondary level of mental representation as defined by some psychologists (KarmiloffSmith, 1994) , is a possible characterization of the initial state for non-primary language acquisition. 9 In principle, L2 re-structuring would proceed without implementing the same procedures which lead to parameter-setting in the case of L1 acquisition.
III The null argument parameter
In order to illustrate what parameters should be like, Chomsky (1981) chose the pro-drop parameter which had been described in detail by Rizzi (1982) and Jaeggli (1982) . This parameter -in essence a formalization of Perlmutter's (1971) surface structure filter -was defined as a cluster of properties which determine two typological groups of languages: [+/-pro-drop] , depending on whether they allow:
• null subjects as in (1a) According to Chomsky (1981) , who follows Taraldsen (1980) , these constructions are possible in pro-drop languages because AGR (agreement) -a feature of INFL (inflection) -governs the empty category in each case. The intuitive idea is that subjects can be dropped when there is overt agreement. 10 While linguists do not agree with respect to whether all properties listed above are related to the pro-drop parameter, accounting for null arguments in adult and child language has become a central issue for linguistic and psycholinguistic research. Rizzi (1986) argued that in [+pro-drop] languages, pro has to be licensed and identified. Licensing takes place under headgovernment. Thus, in the examples above, the null element in subject position is governed by INFL and is identified through the rich agreement specification (f-features) as shown in (1c). Huang (1984) argued that Chinese (the same can be said of Japanese) is a [pro-drop] language in spite of the fact that its INFL lacks overt agreement features entirely. According to Huang (1984) Chinese pro is licensed by a discourse-bound operator in the specifier of the root -the Spec of CP -and identified by null topics. Thus, INFL is not the only available licensing head for null subjects.
Null subjects in child language
In the case of L1 acquisition, and in order to account for the fact that children learning [-pro-drop] languages such as English produce null subjects, Hyams (1986) proposed that [+pro-drop] was the default option for the [pro-drop] parameter and that both English and Italian children (as well as children acquiring other languages) started with that option.
11 While some accounts of children's null subjects have attempted to explain them on the basis of processing and other performance mechanisms, Hyams and Wexler (1993) , Hyams (1994) and Rizzi (1994) argue in favour of Hyams' (1986) original proposal that null subjects in child language are a genuine grammatical option and cannot be reduced to extragrammatical factors. However, rather than comparing children's null subjects in English to null subjects in adult native Italian or Spanish, Rizzi (1994) maintains that early null subjects in English only appear in Spec-Root, a configurational constraint which is also found in adult systems such as the English and French diaries mentioned by Haegeman (1990) . Rizzi (1994) observes that null subjects present the following pattern:
• They occur in matrix sentences such as (6): 6) a. ___ want more b. ___ is broken c. ___ boit café 'drinks coffee' d. ___ est tombé 'has fallen'
• They do not occur in wh questions when wh is fronted such as in (7), even though nominal subjects can appear as in (8) This is not the pattern which is found in the adult or the child grammars of a null subject language such as Spanish, where the equivalent of (7) is possible, as shown in (9): 11 The default or unmarked option is the initial one chosen by all children regardless of the language they may be exposed to. 12 Even though this form was considered non-attested (@) in Rizzi (1994) , Roeper and Rohrbacher (1994) noted that Adam's data (Brown, 1973) contained many instances of fronted wh-questions with null subjects such as the one illustrated in (7). However, they could not attest the inflected alternative, which lead them to propose that these null subjects which only occur in non-finite contexts are instances of Japanese-like pro as in Speas' (1994) analysis.
9) A dónde va ___?
where ___ goes? 'Where is he/she going?'
• If the wh word appears in situ, null subjects are possible as in (10) • Null subjects do not occur in embedded clauses as indicated in (11) Since a similar pattern is found in the case of diaries (Haegeman 1990 ), Rizzi (1994) argues that these grammars do not implement the principle ROOT=CP. This principle accounts for the intuition that we always use propositions when we produce utterances. If a root sentence does not have to contain COMP, null subjects will be possible in the case of [-pro-drop] languages. 10 Topic-drop versus pro-drop 13 The pattern described by Rizzi (1994) does not occur in the case of child Spanish or child Italian. Valian (1991) noted that Italian children produce 70%, versus 30% produced by American children. The production of null subjects by the two Spanish children whose data we have analysed (Liceras, Valenzuela and Díaz,1998 ) is closer to that of the Italian children than to that of the American children.
Null subjects are not licensed in English because it has [-strong] agreement, as indicated in (13).
13) CP
Spec C'
V NP *pro/we study Spanish
However, a different type of null subject -which is not pronominal (pro is the empty option of pronominals such as we) but the empty option of nominals, null constants (nc) -(the empty option of a null constant would be proper nouns such as John or John and Mary) -can occur when the CP projection is omitted as in (14).
14) CP
Once principle ROOT=CP is operative, null subjects disappear.
14 Following Lasnik and Stowell (1991) , Rizzi (1994) argues that the null subject in (14) From a somewhat different and complementary perspective, Hyams (1994) also argues for a grammatical account of children's null subjects in English. Unlike her previous proposals which associated early null subjects first to Italian null subjects and later to Chinese null subjects, Hyams (1994) proposes a null-argument parameter according to which all languages can have null arguments provided they are both licensed and identified. The parameter differentiates languages according to whether licensing of pro 16 takes place at Spec-COMP or at Spec-INFL, as in (15a) and (15b) below:
In languages such as Chinese, arguments (subjects and objects) are licensed as in (15a), and identified by discourse topics. In Spanish, licensing occurs at the level of Spec-INFL -as in (15b) -and only in the case of subjects. Identification takes place through the ffeatures in AGR, as proposed by Rizzi (1986) .
German is a [topic-12 Topic-drop versus pro-drop
14 ROOT=CP captures the intuition that we speak through propositions not through fragments of propositions. The presence of this principle would also account for the following facts:(1) children can have fragments of CPs and adults too in very special contexts because other categories can act as root; (2) the in-situ wh-words (provided they are real questions at LF) occur because there is no host (or landing site) for the wh-word;(3) whether functional heads are available or not in child grammars, it is a fact that they are free to lexicalize or not. 15 Rizzi argues rather convincely that it is the same category that would account for null subjects -but not for null objects -in colloquial German. 16 Hyams (1994) assumes that pro accounts for null subjects both in topic-drop languages such as German and Dutch and in pro-drop languages such as Spanish.She does not attempt to justify her proposal and specifically states that she is not assuming that Chinese null arguments are also pro.
drop] language with pro licensed in Spec-COMP under Spec-head agreement thanks to the presence of V features in COMP (the same as Dutch and other V2 languages). Null subjects occur in colloquial German because they are identified by a discourse-identified operator. 17 In order to account for children's null subjects in English, Hyams (1994) proposes that they have pro in Spec-INFL, where they can be licensed but not identified. Identification takes place by moving to Spec-C'. Thus, she proposes a hybrid explanation whereby licensing occurs as in Italian and identification as in German.
This view of the argument parameter implies that all languages -including ILs -are null argument languages but not all can identify. Thus, language learners set the parameter in terms of the position where null arguments can be licensed and they have to learn or 'tune' their grammar, to use Hyams' term for the case of English children, in order to identify. Identification is based on language specific factors which have to be learned: f-features in the case of Spanish or Italian, and null topics in the case of Chinese or Japanese.
What we would like to propose is that identification alone cannot define a parameter. In our view, identification will guide L2 acquisition because the adult L2 learner does not set parameters. However, identification will not be the driving force for L1 acquisition. Following Liceras (1994) , we propose that the [+/-strong] INFL features (Pollock, 1989) 
The null argument parameter in Lacquisition
Research in L2 acquisition related to the pro-drop parameter has followed the developments of linguistic theory and L1 acquisition. Early research (White, 1985; Hilles, 1986; Phinney, 1987; Liceras, 1988; was based on the formulations of the pro-drop parameter within the Government and Binding framework (Chomsky, 1981; Jaeggli, 1982; Rizzi, 1982) and on Hyams' (1986) work on L1 acquisition. Issues such as establishing the default option, whether properties were simultaneously acquired, or determination of triggering effects were all discussed when considering the role of L1, thus transfer (in general) and parametric transfer (in particular) were always at stake. The reformulation of the pro-drop parameter in terms of the Morphological Uniformity Principle (Jaeggli and Safir, 1989 ) -which stems from Huang's (1984) analyses of null arguments in Chinese and Rizzi's (1986) proposal concerning licensing and identification conditions for presence of pro -enhanced the framework for cross-linguistic comparison. Research aimed at determining whether access to UG guided the acquisition of pro-drop properties in L2 acquisition (Hilles, 1991; Lakshmanan, 1991; O'Grady, 1991) , which draws on work in the acquisition of L1 intended to determine the triggering locus for establishing the [+/-pro] setting (Roeper and Weissenborn, 1990; Hyams, 1989) , also deals with parametric transfer and the role of age in parameter-resetting. Finally, parametric transfer has also played a major role when investigating how the L1 [+/-topic-drop] could influence the setting of the L2 [+/-pro-drop] parameter (Díaz and Liceras, 1990; Register, 1990 : Jin, 1994 . Tsimpli and Roussou (1991) propose that the grammatical representation which underlies a sentence such as (16) in the English IL contains a pro because the [+pro-drop] option of Greek is transferred.
16) ___ lives in Sitges (= he lives in Sitges)
On the other hand, the null subject in IL sentences such as (17a) or (17b) is PRO because the IL does not have the f-features which would account for the identification of pro.
17) a. ___ is dancing (= she is dancing)
b. ___ Thursday come to school (= On Thursdays, I come to school)
Since both options (parametric transfer and the use of an empty category from the inventory provided by UG -PRO in this case) are possible options for the L2 learner, the IL may be an instance of any of the two representations. Thus, according to Tsimpli and Roussou (1991) , (18) What Tsimpli and Roussou (1991) actually propose is that a restructuring process which consists of reanalysing the L2 subject pronouns as f-features will create the IL representation shown in (22), so that both pro and the subject pronoun coexist. This grammatical representation is similar to the one that has been proposed to account for the clitic nature of subject pronouns in 16 Topic-drop versus pro-drop 21 The f-feature is located in AGR because this is a possible representation. There is not agreement with respect to the actual status of these morphemes. For instance, Sportiche (1996) , proposes that they head their own projection.
French and other languages (Roberge, 1986) as shown in (23) However, it would be very difficult to show that subject pronouns are clitics in the English IL of Modern Greek speakers, or Spanish speakers for that matter, unless we propose that a reanalysis of the pronominal system as AGR does not necessarily lead to the cliticization of subject pronouns. Liceras (1994) suggested that evidence for the reanalysis of subjects pronouns as AGR may come from sentences such as (25) which are systematically produced by some native speakers of Spanish.
25) The girl that she is very nice.
Torrego (personal communication) suggests that re-structuring could account for the fact that native speakers of [+pro-drop] languages systematically use he as the only third person pronoun when learning English. 23 In fact, this would show that he does not have a referential value but a structural value. However, for the time being we will have to take these examples as isolated phenomena, unless we can show that the whole range of Juana M. Liceras and Lourdes Díaz 17 22 If the Greek-based English IL is in fact a null-subject language with clitic subject pronouns, it should also behave like French in the relevant ways. However, the fact that it probably does not, might not be enough evidence to discard such a representation. 23 An anonymous reviewer has asked what evidence does Torrego have that native speakers of pro-drop languages systematically use 'he' in IL English. In fact, this phenomenon was already reported in the early literature on interlanguage systems. And even though this may not be the case for the English non-native grammar of speakers of all pro-drop languages, many English teachers would be ready to confirm that it is a common feature of the Spanishbased non-native grammars of English.
properties accompanying the clitic nature of subject pronouns occur. 24
IV Null subjects in non-native Spanish
We have proposed that adult non-native speakers do not set the Spanish [+pro-drop] option of the pro-drop parameter because they are not sensitive to the abstract [+/-strong] features of the functional categories. What these learners actually do is re-structure the L1 grammatical representation and identify null subjects via the person markers of the Spanish verb, the Spanish subject pronouns or null topics. Some of the hypotheses which follow from this proposal are that:
1) The ROOT=CP principle will not be relaxed in the case of the adult non-native grammars because the conditions which are met by the 'grammar of diaries' (Haegeman, 1990) ,neither apply in the case of the narratives nor in the case of the interviews. 2) There will be differences in the production of null subjects versus overt subjects both in matrix and subordinate clauses depending on the level of competence. If total transfer from the L1 determines the presence of null subjects in the early stage, the French/English beginners will not produce null subjects while their advanced counterparts will. 3) There will be differences in the production of null subjects versus overt subjects both in matrix and subordinate clauses depending on the language background. Specifically, native speakers of [-pro-drop] and [-topic-drop] languages (such as English and German) will produce more overt subject pronouns than native speakers of [+topic-drop] languages (such as Chinese and Japanese). In the case of the former, pronominal subjects will tend to be used as identifiers (more at the early stage than at the advanced intermediate stage). Identification via null topics will only occur in the case of the latter. If French is a [+pro-drop] language, the production of null and overt subject pronouns will be closest to the native group. Excellent command of French or other [pro-drop] languages may also influence the production of null versus overt subject pronouns.
18 Topic-drop versus pro-drop 24 Another consequence of this proposal (Authier, personal communication) is the prediction that speakers whose grammatical representation might be as in (24) would never produce pronouns conjoined with full NPs. We do not think that this is the case for the English IL. However, it would still be possible to propose that the IL had two different values for the subject pronouns. In fact, in Liceras (1985) it is suggested that the IL clitic pronouns have two different values.
In order to explore the implications of these proposals for explaining the grammatical representation which may underlie the IL production of non-native speakers of Spanish, we have analysed two different types of spontaneous production data: 1) Data produced by five adolescents (12 year olds) and six university students (20-25 year olds) who have had only had 50 hours of classroom exposure to Spanish. 25 The data was elicited during half-hour interviews. Subjects had to answer general questions about their school and family life and had to tell stories about the characters and actions depicted in comic strips. The same interviews were conducted with 3 native speakers of Spanish who were studying at the University of Ottawa. The content of the interviews was the same in all cases. 26 2) Data obtained from speakers of 5 different language backgrounds (Chinese, English, French, German and Japanese). Fifteen advanced intermediate non-native speakers 27 (they had had an average of 250 hours of formal instruction in Spanish) were asked to tell a story based on one of their favourite films. They were asked to discuss specifically the characters and the plot and were given half an hour to do so. Their speech was recorded. These speakers were chosen because they were at a level where some degree of re-structuring should already have taken placed. Three native speakers of Spanish were asked to perform the same task. Tables 3 and 4 show the overall pattern of production of null subjects versus pronominal subjects at the early stage. It is clear that all these subjects produce null subjects both in matrix and subordinate clauses. The only speaker who produces a very low number of null subjects in the subordinate clauses is SC1. This
Early null subjects: French/English speakers
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25 These data are part of a longitudinal study intended to investigate L2 development of Spanish and English in the case of children, adolescents and adults who are learning these languages in classroom settings. For a description of the overall research project see Liceras, Díaz, Maxwell, Laguardia, Fernández and Fernández (1997) . All subjects had an excellent command of both French and English but their previous linguistic experience was not uniform.Determination of previous linguistic experience was based on our interpretation of specific questions elicited from a questionnaire. 26 We analysed data from the story-telling part of the three interviews. 27 The level of competence was determined by a placement test published by SGEL which was given to all subjects. All subjects had learned Spanish in institutional settings. The German subjects and the Chinese and Japanese subjects had studied Spanish in their countries of origin and had been at the Universities of Madrid or Barcelona between one and a half and three months when they were tested. The French and English subjects were students at the University of Ottawa and had studied Spanish for three to four years.
speaker also produces a high percentage of subject pronouns. This is interesting because, even though we classified subject SC1 as English/French bilingual, we were not able to determine which of the two languages, English or French, is the dominant one for him. For the other speakers, English is never the dominant language. Thus, it is possible that the 'initial state' for SC1 is the English grammatical representation. This would explain why a substantial number of the subject pronouns produced by this speaker would be redundant in native Spanish. It looks as if identification via subject pronouns is important for this subject. The rest of the subjects did not produce any subject pronoun in the case of the subordinate clauses. In the case of the adult speakers (Table 4) , subject UB5 also produces a rather high number of subject pronouns. It would be tempting to attribute this to the fact that this speaker's dominant language is English. However, she also happens to have native-like competence in Portuguese, which could constitute the actual grammatical representation for constructing the Spanish grammar. This, in fact, could be the case not only because, unlike SC1, she 20 Topic-drop versus pro-drop produces a higher percentage of null subjects in the subordinate clauses, but also because her subject pronouns are never redundant from a native speaker point of view. It is interesting to notice that null subjects are abundant in this early interlanguage, which indicates that identification via discourse or f-features overrides identification through subject pronouns. This seems only natural considering:(1) the large amount of null subjects in the Spanish input; (2) the difficulty which is involved in learning the subjective, the objective and the oblique inventory of Spanish pronouns; and (3) the fact that French is the dominant language in a number of cases.
The same interview was conducted with 3 adult native speakers of Spanish. The results (Table 5 ) show a clear difference between the production of null subjects in subordinate clauses and in matrix clauses. These data show that the production of subject pronouns remains rather constant across subjects and in terms of their distribution between matrix and subordinate clauses.
An analysis of variance was conducted on the proportion of null subjects from the total number of clauses of a given type (matrix or subordinate) produced by the subjects (Table 6 ). The main effect of Group (adolescent versus adult) was not significant, nor was the Syntactic Position per Group interaction. However, the effect of Syntactic Position was statistically significant at F (1,10) = 2256.87; p = 0.0028. As seen in Figure 1 , both of the French/English groups behaved in a similar way in that they produced more null subjects in the subordinate than in matrix clauses. A post-hoc Bonferroni test revealed no significant difference between the experimental groups and the native-speaker control group. Our hypothesis 1 (see the start of this section) is confirmed in that this production does not present the pattern of the grammar of diaries or lack of implementation of the ROOT=CP principle because there are null subjects in both matrix and subordinate clauses. Our hypothesis 2 is not confirmed because these subjects produce null subjects at this early stage. If these subjects take French as the initial representation but do not identify via subject pronouns but rather via the agreement features, our hypothesis 3 is confirmed (recall that French is the dominant language for most of the adolescent subjects).
An analysis of variance was also conducted on the proportion of subject pronouns from the total number of clauses of a given type (matrix or subordinate) produced by the subjects (Table 7) . The main effect of Group (adolescent versus adult) was not significant, nor was the Syntactic Position per Group interaction or the Syntactic Position per se. Control group in terms of the distribution of subject pronouns in matrix and embedded clauses. In the case of the adult Group, the distribution went in the opposite direction: more subject pronouns were produced in the embedded than in the matrix clauses. This is what we predicted for speakers of English or German if subject pronouns were used as identifiers. This may be due to the fact that French is the dominant language for all but one subject in the adolescent group while English was the dominant language for all the speakers in the adult group. A post-hoc Bonferroni test revealed no significant difference between the experimental groups and the native-speaker control group. This is due to the fact that, in the case of the adult group, only one subject was responsible for the comparatively large number of subject pronouns in matrix clauses and two subjects for all the subject pronouns produced in subordinate clauses (see Table 4 ). In the case of the adolescent group, one subject was responsible for the production of all subject pronouns in subordinate clauses (see Table 3 ). 28 Native speakers of French will transfer the pro option to Spanish and will either analyse subject pronouns as identifiers (if they are salient in the input) or will look for other possible identifiers. The appropriate identifier -the person markers of the Spanish verb -should not be hard to detect. The fact that they may have problems with verb morphology does not prevent French learners from using null subjects systematically, as the previous data shows. Consequently, the advanced intermediate subjects should have already had enough input data to detect that it is not subject pronouns but the f-features of the verb which serve as identifiers for pro and they should not produce more subject pronouns than the subjects in the early group. In fact, as shown in Table 8 , one French subject does not produce any subject pronoun at all and the other two produce a low percentage. If we compare the production of subject pronouns by French and native speakers (Table 9) , we see that the French subjects produce fewer subject pronouns than the control group. If French is a pro-drop language and no parameter-resetting (identification of an abstract feature which is not present in the L1) is involved in the L2 acquisition of Spanish, one would expect these results. examples we find two interesting facts: (1) most of the subject pronouns produced by subject FA1 are redundant and do not have the contrastive, disambiguating or emphatic value of the subjects' pronouns produced by the native subjects; and (2) FA1, precisely the subject who seems to have access to a French-like grammatical representation in terms of using a considerable number of subject clitics, also fills in the subject clitic position in sentences such as (26): 26) me voy a hablar. me (1st person singular) go to speak [ -voy a hablar (yo)] 'I am going to speak.' This is not produced by the other two subjects. The other two French subjects produced fewer subject pronouns than the native speakers.
As expected, the difference between production of pro in matrix versus subordinate clauses is very similar to that of native speakers and is far from showing the pattern of the English grammar of children or the 'grammar of diaries'. In fact, unlike English children, these speakers produce null-subject pronouns with inflected forms and fronted wh-questions, as shown in (27) and (28) Thus, subject pronouns will be present obligatorily. If native speakers of English learning Spanish do not reset the parameter, we could hypothesize that pro will never be licensed and that there may be an initial period of transfer where the subject position is always filled. Instances of overgeneration of subject pronouns have been systematically attested but so have null subjects (Phinney, 1987; Liceras, 1988; Almoguera and Lagunas, 1993; Díaz and Liceras, 1995) . These English subjects are far from overgenerating subject pronouns. In fact, as is shown in Table 10 , if the production of subject pronouns were an index of their level of competence, one could say that these data show that they have already abandoned pronouns as identifiers. Thus, it is very probable that learners implement a re-structuring mechanism by licensing and identifying via any of the available options in UG. For instance, they may resort to the default option for licensing pro (all languages can license subject pronouns at the Spec-V' level) and identify null subjects via the Spanish f-features. It is obvious that they do not drop the ROOT=CP principle -as in the English grammar of children, 'the grammar of diaries' or the grammar of 'colloquial German' -because if they did, they would only produce null subjects in matrix sentences. Our data (Table 10) shows that this is not an option and it does not seem to be an option for specific individuals or for earlier stages of the IL because it has not been attested in any of the L2 studies conducted (Phinney, 1987; Liceras, 1988; Almoguera and Lagunas, 1993; Díaz and Liceras, 1995) . In fact, there are no significant differences in the distribution of null subjects in matrix and subordinate clauses. Thus, if English speakers produce null subjects from the early stages both in matrix and subordinate clauses, and if pro cannot be licensed because they never reset the parameter to the [-strong ] feature, what is the status of the null subjects in this IL? We could propose, as Tsimpli and Roussou (1991) do, that the IL has PRO because AGR is not projected, but if AGR is not projected what are the IL f-features? It seems to us that Hyams' (1994) proposal could explain these data in that we could maintain that pro is an option for all languages, including interlanguages. The default option (with identification via 26 Topic-drop versus pro-drop discourse) is always possible. However, the choice of the default option does not have syntactic consequences for adult L2 learners in terms of licensing: they are not sensitive to the abstract feature which determines whether a language is [+/-pro-drop] or [+/-topictrop] . Consequently, it is the identification procedure which shapes both the different non-native grammars at a given developmental stage. Note, however, that our proposal implies that choosing the default option does not mean that the matrix null subjects produced by non-native speakers are null subjects in diaries, namely, instances of 'simplification' of the principle ROOT=CP. If this were the case, we would have to find a significant difference in the production of null subject in matrix versus subordinate clauses. However, more null subjects in the matrix clause could always be an option if learners rely on discourse identification, the identification procedure which is possible in the case of coordinate clauses in English.
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c The Spanish IL: German speakers According to Hyams' (1994) proposal, German is a [topic-drop] language with pro licensed under Spec-head agreement in COMP. In V2 languages, COMP inherits the INFL features that the verb has picked up from AGR. Thus V2 languages and colloquial German have null subjects and third-person null objects in root position. Following Huang's (1984) analysis, Rizzi (1994) argues that null subjects in V2 languages such as colloquial German are also null constants. He maintains that they are not licensed by discourse operators and should rather be partially assimilated to the early English system. If we adopt Hyams' (1994) proposal, the German learners will transfer the [topic-drop] parameter to the Spanish IL, in which case we would only expect null subjects in matrix sentences. We do not have data from the early IL, which implies that a process of re-structuring will have already taken place. Table 11 shows that two subjects produced more null subjects in subordinate than in matrix clauses, while one subject (GA2) produced a higher percentage of null subjects in matrix clauses. However, in absolute terms he produced exactly the same number in both cases. This seems to indicate that there is a tendency to produce more null subjects in subordinate clauses. If German learners kept pro in topic position and no pro were available in subordinate clauses, we would have total transfer and null constants (a similar language to colloquial German with pro identified by a discourse operator). But there are many null subjects in subordinate clauses. To this we have to add that the production of subject pronouns (Table 11) is very low in the case of subjects GA1 and null in the case of GA3.A possible interpretation of these data is to say, à la Hyams (1994) , that the parameter has been reset from licensing pro in the Spec-C' position to licensing pro in the Spec-I' position. If no parameter resetting takes place, we would have to maintain that null subjects are licensed at Spec-C level and identified via the f-features: in other words, the opposite of what Hyams (1994) proposed in the case of early English. Thus, we propose once more to separate identification (a UG principle) from licensing, a process dependent on a feature which is located in a functional category (Liceras, 1994) .Only children access this feature to set a parameter.
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d The Spanish IL: Chinese and Japanese speakers If Chinese and Japanese are [topic-drop] languages whose null subjects are licensed by a discourse null operator which is present in the specifier of the root and they are identified through a process of topic-chaining, then the Spanish L2 Chinese and Japanese based grammars will license null subjects. When these null subjects are identified by null topics they originate a degree of ambiguity which native Spanish does not allow. An instance of such a degree of ambiguity occurs in sentence (29) produced by one of the Japanese speakers (JA1). 29 29) Alex es un joven, ___ trabaja en la empresa de ropa, ___ no es muy grande y ____ es de su tío. ____ Es bastante competente pero ___ no tiene mucho interés en su trabajo.
[JA1]
Alex is a young man, ____works in a clothing store,_____ is not too large and _____ belongs to his uncle. ____is rather competent but ____is not too much interested in his work.
28 Topic-drop versus pro-drop 29 Díaz and Liceras (1990) suggest that setting the [+pro-drop] option of Spanish will be easier for Chinese, Japanese and Korean speakers than for English and French speakers because the fact that they have already fixed a more 'pragmatically oriented parameter' (identification relies more on discourse than on morphology) will facilitate their task. However, it is also suggested that null subjects in these Spanish ILs may actually be variables identified through topic-chaining , which would account for the attested degree of ambiguity.
If re-structuring takes place and, even though null subjects cannot be licensed at the Spec-I' level, these speakers may choose a different type of 'identifier': namely, the f-features of Spanish AGR may account for the identification requirement and, if this is the case, no instances of ambiguity of the type shown in (29) will occur. None of the Chinese subjects produced ambiguous sentences, in spite of the fact that two of them produced a high percentage of null subjects in both the matrix and the subordinate clauses; this seems to suggest that the f-features are fulfilling their identifying role. Note that the production of subject pronouns is virtually null in the case of matrix clauses (Table 12) . It is interesting to note that the Japanese speakers produce a rather large number of subjects in comparison to the Chinese speakers (Table 13 ). One could speculate that these subjects are transferring their knowledge of English to the Spanish IL or that both subject pronouns and f-features are candidates for identification of the null category. However, since the Japanese speakers in the study use cliticdoubling -while very advanced English speakers seldom produce this construction (Liceras and Díaz, 1985; Liceras, Laguardia, Fernández, Fernández and Díaz, 1998) -the overgeneration of subjects may have a different explanation altogether.
e Null objects Null objects should not occur in the Spanish IL of French and English speakers because pro-drop languages do not license null objects and the Spanish data to which they will be Juana M. Liceras and Lourdes Díaz 29 exposed will not contain null objects. 30 Thus, null objects would also not occur via transfer. Null objects have not been reported in previous studies and we have not found null objects in these data.
In the case of German, 3rd-person [-human] null objects are possible. Even if their existence (Rizzi, 1994) is not related to the null-argument parameter, these types of null objects could be transferred to the Spanish IL. We have not found any in the data that has been analysed.
The Spanish IL of Chinese, Japanese and Korean speakers could contain null objects if the topic-drop option of the parameter were transferred. However, if null objects are universally infrequent (Wang et al., 1992) , it would be natural to avoid them unless they are part of the input. We have only found two instances of null objects. However, what is interesting to note is that there are instances of clitic-doubling such as those in (30)- (34): 30) y cuando él les visita a ellos
[CA2] and when he them visits them (y cuando él los visita) 'and when he visits them' 31) sus hijos tenían que abandonarlos a los ancianos a un bosque
[JA1] their children had to abandon them to the old people in the woods (sus hijos tenían que abandonar a los ancianos en el bosque) 'their children had to abandon their olders in the woods' 32) no quiso abandonarla a ella en el bosque
[JA1] 3rd p. sing. did not want to abandon her to her in the woods (no quiso abandonarla en el bosque) 'he did not want to abandon her in the woods' 33) por eso también lo quiere a Alex.
[JA2] that is why also him 3rd p. sing. loves to Alex (por eso también quiere a Alex) 'That is why she also loves Alex' 34) a ella también lo quiere
[JA2] to her also him 3rd p. sing. loves (ella también le quiere) 'he also loves her' 30 Topic-drop versus pro-drop 30 We do not think that the possible presence of arbitrary null objects in Spanish -(a) or (b) below -could be taken as relevant input. It is precisely the [+human] objects which are not favoured in German and other languages which allow null objects. 33 We would like to hypothesize that, in this, Spanish IL identification takes place via f-features rather than via null topics. The AGR features -in this case the object agreement features -act as identifiers. However, the actual paradigm may be difficult to internalize because there is not only gender but this is also case-marking distinction. Furthermore, the actual input may be misleading because different speakers have different case-markings depending on the variety of Spanish spoken. In (34) there is confusion with respect to gender (lo instead of la). Thus, tonic objects are copied systematically when clitics are not given a semantic interpretation. This could also explain the overproduction of subject pronouns in the case of the Japanese speakers. These speakers achieved similar results as the other speakers in terms of their overall performance in the placement test, but the structure of their IL seems to have reached a more advanced stage.
f Topic-drop versus pro-drop group An analysis of variance was conducted on the proportion of null subjects from the total number of clauses (matrix or subordinate) produced by the advanced intermediate subjects. Neither the main effect of Group, nor the Syntactic Position per Group interaction or the effect of syntactic position were statistically significant. A post-hoc Bonferroni test revealed no significant difference between the experimental groups and the native-speaker control group (Table 14) . It is interesting to note that the results of the French group are almost statistically significant, since the French group produced many more null Juana M. Liceras and Lourdes Díaz 31 31 Clitic-doubling of direct objects occurs in the Spanish of Rio de la Plata but these subjects had studied Spanish in Spain. 32 Clitic-doubling is obligatory in Spanish in examples such as those in (a) and (b) below: a. Le di el libro a él / *Di el libro a él Him gave the book to him 'I gave the book to him' b. A nosotros siempre nos dan las gracias / *A nosotros siempre dan las gracias To us always us (they) give the thanks 'They always thank us' subjects than the rest of the groups. However, a close look at Figure  3 shows that both the French group and the Spanish group produced less null subjects in subordinate than in matrix clauses. This is also the case for the English group. The opposite occurs in the case of the L1 [+topic-drop] L1 groups (German, Chinese and Japanese), since all three produced more null subjects in matrix than in subordinate clauses; this result is as expected. An analysis of variance was conducted on the proportion of subject pronouns from the total number of clauses (matrix or subordinate) produced by the subjects. Neither the main effect of Group, or the Syntactic Position per Group interaction, or the effect Table  15 ). Note that the results for the Japanese group are close to being statistically significant. This seems to confirm our findings in relation to the overproduction of object pronouns in the case of Japanese speakers. As shown in Figure 4 , production of subject pronouns seems to follow the Spanish pattern. Japanese speakers seem to be different from Chinese speakers in that they choose overt subject pronouns as identifiers, which may indicate that these
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Notes Interaction plot Effect: Category for syntactic position/Language Dependent: syntactic position 
V Conclusion
We have argued that interlanguages (ILs) are not instances of coherent parametric options as native languages are. This would explain the systematic presence of subject pronouns but the scarce presence of object pronouns in the IL of the speakers of topic-drop languages, as well as the non-native value of overt subject pronouns. Further evidence comes from other properties attributed to the null-subject parameter. For instance, from the special status of subject/verb inversion in the Spanish IL (Liceras, 1988; and from the lack of morphological consistency which occurs with null subjects, pronominal subjects and nominal subjects, and does persist at this advanced intermediate level (Liceras, Díaz and Maxwell, 1998) .
We have also argued that the production of null and subject pronouns in the early and advanced Spanish interlanguages that we have analysed is best explained by assuming that the adult IL grammar has a default licensing procedure which is responsible for the production of null subjects provided they are identified. We have argued that this must be the case for the following reasons:
1) The grammar of our interlanguage speakers does not provide evidence for a simplification procedure which would relax the ROOT=CP, thus allowing null subjects only in Spec-root positions. 2) Neither the early nor the advanced interlanguage provide evidence of a clear-cut transfer of the licensing/identification procedures which forbid null subjects in French, English and German but allow them in Chinese and Japanese (the fact that the French beginners do not differ from the rest of the interlanguage speakers provides further support for positing a default licensing procedure). In fact, we have proposed that it is the identification procedure that undergoes re-structuring; for instance, from the discourse identification procedure which leads to the production of ambiguous sentences in the case of the Japanese speakers, they move to a subject-pronoun identification procedure which,in turn,leads to an overuse of subject pronouns that resembles the clitic-doubling strategy found in the case of the object pronouns. 3) While licensing could not explain the individual differences that we have found in the production of subject pronouns, these differences can be accounted for if we assume that they are the result of the identification procedures chosen by the individual subjects. 4) These data do not provide evidence for proposing a default option which is consistent with the licensing/identification procedures of neither the subjects' native languages nor for Spanish. If Spanish were in fact the default procedure, these subjects would not produce null subjects nor subject pronouns which are not possible in native Spanish.
All the above points to the presence of local re-structuring options. Such a procedure would also account for the fact that the IL subject pronouns may have a clitic-like structure in some constructions but an English-like structure in other constructions. The spontaneous data that we have analysed provides evidence neither for the clitic status of the subjects pronouns produced by the French speakers or any other speaker, nor against it. However, as we have indicated above, subject pronouns may be analysed as identifiers without having a clitic status.
It could be argued that counting null and overt subjects in spontaneous speech does not provide an insight into the speakers' competence; however, it does provide an insight into actual discourse patterns. While the same could be said in the case of many L1 studies, we would like to emphasize that our counting has only been used to differentiate matrix versus subordinate clauses, and as a point of comparison between the production of null and overt subject pronouns. In fact, as in the case of early grammars, we would like to emphasize that 'naturalistic data is used only as a source of clues through which to develop a model that addresses the primary question: how is acquisition possible under any assumptions?' (Roeper, 1993: 75) . There is not doubt that besides longitudinal data we need data from specific experimental tests to achieve a better understanding of the nature of null arguments as well as overt pronouns (subjects and objects) in the Spanish ILs.
